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Well what a ripper! We entered the hill as we were in 

convoy  sequence.  Tom,  ‘our  sacrificial  lamb’  up  first  to  
see if all was OK. He said come on up and that's exactly 

what  we  did.  Aided  by  the  “hand  helds”,  one  after  the  next  
we  poked  their  way  up  till  it  was  Keith’s  turn  in  his  
mighty Mitsubishi Challenger complete with road rubber 

albeit pressure reduced. First effort not so good, so we 

lowered the pressure a bit more and let another vehicle or 

2 up in front of him, with pressures now looking like a 

drag car on the starting line he clawed his way to the top 

with  minimal  problems.  Keith  Holland,  ‘hero'  of  the  day  
and one very proud Challenger owner. Man! How good 

are  today’s  4wdrives?  When  he  got  to  the  top,  face  flushed  a  little  reddish  but  with  a  huge  grin,  it  was  pointed  
out that every vehicle before him either had one or 2 lockers some also with traction control - a great effort 

mate, driving really well. 

 

 Once we were all up, some had a few goes to preserve their vehicles, we were off again downhill   now to 

Lake Buffalo which is quite low in water, ready for the winter rains no doubt. Checked in with the convoy - 

all happy to continue the other side of the lake for an hour or so before we called it a day. Yes we found some 

mud again, not on the hills but on the flats which in the main didn't create a problem, well except for Tim in 

his Pajero on steroids, maybe not steroids just vitamins. If there's a hole to be found Tim has a natural ability 

to locate it, he was real lucky Burky had his number and pulled him out a few times. Great place for a play if 

you want to spend 4 hours cleaning you rig. 

  

Frank in his brand new and extensively modded V8 Toyota twin cab - what a beautiful sound - together with 

his 2 boys Henry, Harley & overseas friend Nelson, watched the antics and decided along with Terry Dillon & 

myself, David & young Tom to call it a day, while 'Hero' Keith, Tim, Brett in his new FJ Cruiser, Tom & Zoe 

and Burky & Kate stayed a little while - to pull Tim out again no doubt - and then made camp for the harder 

day that was planned for the next day. After dinner Burky & Kate bid the group farewell for another 

appointment with Keith leaving in the morning after breakfast. A great day out - lots of participants and loads 

of fun and for some of us a warm bed at the end of it.  Thanks all for making it a great day.  

For those that couldn't make it this time - another day out shortly. 

 

dj. 

 

                          Trip Report Saturday 1st June Lake William Hovell and surrounds.  

 

1st day of winter Duurrr! Plenty of rain on the day and the day before turned this fantastic easy to medium 

track into an extreme adventure for the 10 vehicles that met at the APCO servo in Wangaratta. 

We left right on time with 2 of the group detouring to do just a little maintenance before the drive, catching us 

up as we entered Whitfield and picked up our 11th vehicle. 

 

We headed for Lake William Hovell's car park for the crew to air down and before giving final instructions 

for the drive up the ridge to Tomahawk Hut, I and the 2IC backtracked to test out the depth of the water 

crossing on the King River. I had planned to cross at the conclusion of our drive before hitting the bitumen. It 

was fine, not much extra water entering the river so far! So should be OK in 2 or 3 hours. 

 

After a steady drive around the lake, I led the way up hill towards Tomahawk Hut - on the way, viewing the 

area we had camped just a couple of weeks earlier now inundated with water and forming part of the Lake 

proper - with 2IC Burky right behind me followed slowly by the crew with Tom as centre man and Tim as 
TEC. Within a km of the base the uphills were getting just passable using 'generous' amounts of momentum. It 

was time to look for a car park and wait for my 2IC to consider our options. 
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I started calling a complete halt to the climb a few seconds before the mighty Disco slowed on a mother of a 

hill, spinning all 4 wheels while slowing reversing itself back down hill. Brakes were not effective, a quick 

stomp on the go pedal to try and regain control, without effect, now travelling too fast - backwards. I turned 

the rear hard into the bank coming to a stop sideways on the track where after regaining some composure, 

contacted Burky who said he was also stuck some way behind me and to just wait "he'd get himself out and 

come and help me get loose".Although the track is rock based it had recently been graded and topped off with 

clay during the bush fire period, with the addition of copious quantities of rain the resultant traction was at 

best dozer material, with the side of the formed track now about 300mm deep slop 

 

After some time considering my options, I removed the MaxTrax from the roof in case they were needed for 

my extraction, lowered my tyres further to about 12psi and contacted my 'potential rescuer' further down the 

mount who said they were still stuck fast. 

Mmmmmm, even if Burky got free, I couldn't see how he was going to get to me as in reality the track had got 

worse and worse the further I had climbed looking for a turnaround area. I wasn't sure how far we were apart, 

which eventually turned out to be a couple of klm's. 

 

It was up to me and me alone to get out of this predicament. With a full down hill lock I inched back and forth 

into the bank behind me and as I moved ever so slowly forward each time the front of the vehicle simple slid 

down hill. Half a dozen of these moves had me ready to descend the mountain under the Disco's brake assist 

(which I normally turn off) locked in 1st auto and using the 'drive thru the brakes' method. With all these 

options used, I slowly inched my way down towards my potential rescuer. Not really sure how they finally got 

out of their situation - but suffice to say we both inched our way down the hill to where the others - who had 

their own stories to tell were almost all down below the gates and surprisingly keen to continue our adventure. 

 

After a pow wow, it was now agreed we'd probably not get to the huts we planned on visiting, so we'd head 

back to the Lake and start again at the water crossing at the base of Long Spur Track. As we were heading out 

we met Craig coming in to find us running a little late after a change of his plans due to the rain.  

This now gave us a total of 12 vehicles in our convoy heading off the bitumen down the hill into the river 

crossing of Long Spur Track. All made it with aplomb to regroup on the other side.  

 

Now Long Spur although probably a little steeper than our last hill climb, hadn't been top dressed with slop 

(as far as I knew) so again as before I headed off with Burky a little ahead of the main group to suss out the 

track to make sure it was OK for the group as a whole. As before, this track got steeper and guess what? YES, 

it got very slippery - later seeing only a few cm of slop over the rock causing all the problems as last time. By 

the time I called a halt and stopped at a turn around area Burky was down again. The rest of the group were 

halted where they were at various locations on the up hill, the remaining group working very well together 

with Craig now controlling one area, Tom another and a few other winch equipped vehicles helping out as 

required, the entire troup was turning around.  

 

I crept back down the hill until I heard the engine noise of the mighty Toyota of Burky's taking the challenge 

of a U Turn directly to an off camber steep, sloppy, tight bend.  

Winch, kilowatts, torque and UHF advice saw the big beast eventually point it's nose back down the hill, with 

his advice to me - watching this battle from a safe ledge above him - "take it real slow" (or words, maybe a 

little more colourful). 

 

A little while later we came upon an amazing scene. Initially one that was reminiscent of a multi car 

pileup/collision on an American freeway in the middle of a snow storm. Maybe not quite, but what we saw 

was one vehicle which fallen over on the very slippery off camber track, and was now being secured by a 

hand winch line at the front - with 2 guys hanging of this - and by another vehicle’s winch at the rear. Except 

there was a second vehicle between these 2 vehicles which meant the winch cable had to be diverted/ offset 

around this second vehicle to secure the recovery. Craig was in charge of this successful recovery, he seemed 
to be in his element. 
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After digging a single track down to rock, for better traction, to get past this off camber area the following 6 

vehicles all managed to get to the bottom without too much more trouble, well maybe just a little sideways 

slip, that under expert advice and with a stomp on the gas where directed proved a winning recipe. 

Regrouping at the King River crossing, we each crossed the river and scaled the steep track up to the bitumen 

and drove slowly down the road to air up at the Whitty Hotel.  

It was surprising how long it took travelling at 40 KPH 

 

The group as a whole, were still on a high.  

It had been a great day, there had been some fabulous driving in wicked conditions, equipment previously 

unused now blooded in an amazing recovery, first hand involvement for some in actual recoveries, experience 

in working closely together, increased respect for the more experienced members of the team, lessons really 

learnt in steep mud driving and somehow understanding now the reasons behind locking of the gates over the 

winter period. 

 

 

David Jackson 

 

Yarrabulla Creek Track (Sunday’s  Fun) 
 

For those who were brave enough to battle the cold (that never turned up), and camp the night out at Lake 

Buffalo, were able to spin a few yarns around the campfire, while Keithy kept us up to date on the latest 

Carlton Draft quiz questions and the footy scores. I have never felt a warmer night and still wake up to a snow 

white frost. 

  

Up bright and early Sunday morning to meet the newly wedded blonde bombshells, Mr & Mrs Currie, at the 

Buffalo river- Lake Buffalo turnoff. Back to the camp, where we found Keithy on his third round of breakfast. 

A few more tall tales of the day before and we left Keith, (who after all his breakfast thought he might be 

exceeding  the  legal  load  limit  on  his  challenger  and  didn’t  want  to  risk  bottoming  out  in  the  first  pot  hole),  to  
take the peaceful trek back to Corowa. 

 

On  we  soldiered  with  ‘Tres’  Tim  in  the  ‘indestructible’  Pajero,  Newly  weds  in  the  ‘go  anywhere’  Prado,  Brett  
in  the  “licorice  allsort  /FigJam”  aka  FJ  Cruiser,  and  Zoe  +  Tom  in  the  ‘they  borrowed  a  Jeep’. 
 

First stop was the bog holes at the beginning of the Yarrabulla creek tk. Our designated sacrificial lamb Tim 

went in first with the girls Alyce & Zoe holding the cameras, and a great job they did. A few more bog holes 

and in excess of 5 river crossings later, we were headed up hill. Straddling ruts you could bury a Lada in with 

the  only  one  to  put  a  wheel  wrong  and  slip  in  was  Tim.  YES  MATE,  THAT’S  A  FINE!  Too  his  credit  he  
drove out without any issues.  

 

As the rut got smaller, the hill got steeper and all the more greasy. Until it all came to a sudden halt, with the 

call over the UHF that the licorice allsort was struggling to find grip, even with the rear diff lock activated. It 

was  decided  that  15psi  and  a  bit  more  of  a  ‘mans’  go  was  needed,  (never  thought  I’d  ever  have  to  suggest  that  
to Brett).  

 

Finally got Brett to a flat spot at the midway point of the climb, and it was then up to the newly weds in the go 

anywhere Prado.  

 

As per usual, up it went like a Sunday stroll. 20psi, front locker in, no worries at all.  

 


